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3. Robot Functions 

No. Functions 

1.  

Zoom-in, wide-angle, thermal imaging three-way cameras, no action is 

invisible 

2.  

The neck can be lifted and lowered; the robot height can be flexibly 

changed between 4 feet 9 inches to 5 feet 7 inches. The low height is 

to ensure the high-speed movement, and the elevated height is to 

ensure the excellent vision. 
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3.  

The highly sensitive detection radar and 3D camera can provide early 

warning and obstacle avoidance 

4.  

SLAM mapping，intelligent and autonomous patrol tasks can be carried 

out according to the route.  

5.  

The chassis can rotate at any spots, load bearing: 200KG, obstacle 

crossing ability: 10cm, ravine 10cm, climbing ability: 30 degrees, 

wind resistance: level 8, wading: 10cm, indoor and outdoor universal. 

6.  

MDS composite data link, data is selectively stored and managed in 

the cloud during the transmission process. 

7.  long-term uninterrupted patrolling 

8.  Intelligent self-charging 

9.  One-click collect to police alarm system 

10.  Broadcasting 

11.  Voice interaction 

12.  Face recognition 

13.  Remote conversation 

14.  Smoking identification 

15.  Fire identification 

16.  A wanted list 

17.  Autonomous Mode & Manual Mode 

18.  Plug-in 4G card module 

19.  Protection class IP55 

20.  Operating temperature：-10～+55℃ 

 

4. Pricing 

A. Paid-in-full Model: 

$37,995/unit 

We work with a loan company to provide financial payment program to the buyers who 

need it. 

 

B. Rental Model:  

Monthly rental rate: $2,500/unit 
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Weekly rental rate: $980/unit 

Daily rental rate: $275/unit 

 

4K phone card is not included in the price. The phone card suggested plan is 500G per 

month. 

Delivery to job site: $275 for the first unit. 2
nd
 unit and up to the same location 

$125 each. 

 

 

5. Manufacturer warranty 

90 days 

 

6. Electricity 

110v, 60Hz 

 

7. Service Programs: 

A. Sliver Program: $299/month 

a. 4 hours trouble shooting and training with travel time per month. 

b. Communicating and ordering parts if machine has issues. 

c. Any extra hour $120/hour. 

 

B. Gold Program: $499/month 

a. 10 hours trouble shooting and training with travel time per month. 

b. Communicating and ordering parts if the machine has issues. 

c. Any extra hour $120/hour. 

 

C. Premium Program: $899/month 

a. 25 hours trouble shooting and training with travel time. 

b. Exchange robot if there is any technical issues 

c. Data analysis 

 

8. Partnership model and sales commission: 

HSL is seeking partners at any states to promote this security robot. 

 

HSL: 
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a. Places orders, imports, and transports the robot to the designated customers’ 

addresses. 

b. Receives sales revenue from the sale or lease of the robot. If there are any technical 

issues, HSL will contact the manufacturer to arrange parts transportation and customs 

declaration. 

Local partners: 

a. Sell or arrange for sales persons to sell. 

b. Collect sales or lease income and pass on to HSL. 

c. Earn full service package income. 

d. Earn sales commission: one-time payment model: HSL will provide $1,300/unit sales 

commission. Rental model: 20% commission. 

 


